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No ill wind for Peterson; base gets new pest control tool
by Thea Skinner
21st Space Wing Public Affairs staff writer

The base landscaping company got a new tool
in its toolbox to help protect vegetation.
In early 2009, Embassy Lawn and
Landscaping Inc. purchased three devices
that measure wind speed to prevent herbicides from drifting, and possibly harming,
vegetation or personnel.
The Speed Tech Skymate SM-8 Windmeter
is a hand-held device that uses a wind-blown
spin dial, said Staff Sgt. Michael Holmes, 21st
Civil Engineer Squadron operations pest manager. The device operates on the same principal as a weather barometer on a building.
Sergeant Holmes identified the device as a
best practice amongst staff adhering to federal,
state and Air Force environmental guidelines.
The wind meters were funded through the
landscaping company.
The staff possibly set the standard for rewriting the contract to benefit Peterson Air Force
Base and the landscaping company, he said.
Staff will not spray when sustained winds
reach 7 mph, said Joe White, Embassy Lawn
and Landscaping Inc. pest controller. The proactive measure protects vegetation and personnel, especially those with allergies, pregnant
women, and women that are nursing.
“It stays so windy around here, you have to
stay on top of it,” Sergeant Holmes said.
Joe White, Embassy Lawn and Landscaping Inc. pest controller, measures the wind speed near the Federal Aviation Administration control tower July 1. The
landscaping company purchased three Speed Tech Skymate SM-8 Windmeters that measure wind speed, to prevent herbicides from drifting and possibly harming
personnel and vegetation. Staff will not spray herbicides when the wind speed is more than 7 mph. (Air Force photo by Thea Skinner)

Airmen, civilians without ID will be detoured to Visitors’ Center
by Senior Airman Torri Larson
21st Space Wing Public Affairs

A Chenega guard checks identification credentials of personnel accessing Peterson
July 13. Proper ID is required to gain access to the installation; those without it
must obtain a pass from the Visitors’ Center. (Air Force photo by Senior Airman
Torri Larson)

It’s 7 a.m. and Airman Snuffy wakes up 20 minutes
behind schedule, throws on a uniform and heads
to Peterson. He pulls up to the gate and reaches for
his identification card, only to find it missing. He
smiles sheepishly when it’s his turn to pass through
and explains to the sentry that he must have left his
identification card at work the previous evening. The
sentry instructs him to stop at the Visitors’ Center,
where Airman Snuffy is greeted with an even longer
line than he just sat through.
The time is now 7:35 a.m. and due to his own negligence, this Airman is late for work.
Despite the time of day or an individual’s status,
there are policies and procedures that anyone requesting access to Peterson must abide by.
“Due to an alarming increase in personnel who
have forgotten their identification, the current wing
policy has been brought to light,” said Senior Master
Sgt. Michael Fluck, 21st Security Forces Squadron
security forces manager. “The policy has always been
in effect and is applicable to all personnel requesting
or requiring entry to the installation.”
Sergeant Fluck noted that according to the 21st
Space Wing Installation Security Instruction, personnel requesting access without proper identification are
required to have a sponsor meet and identify them at
the gate or Visitor Center, which costs the individual
more time while they’re waiting for someone to sign
them on base.

“Since this policy has been enforced, we’ve only had
about 10 people per day requiring visitor passes due
to forgotten ID cards,” said Staff Sgt. Tina Holman,
21st SFS non-commissioned officer in charge of the
Visitors’ Center. This number is down by almost half
from just two months ago. “Many of the people we
see are repeat offenders.”
According to Sergeant Holman, the majority of
visitor’s passes issued are for individuals who have
forgotten their ID cards.
“It’s up to each of us to keep ourselves, our families
and the wing, secure,” said Col. Jay Raymond, 21st
Space Wing commander. “This means taking responsibility for secured items and sensitive information,
whether or not it causes an inconvenience.”
Sergeant Holman explained that with the enforcement of this policy, the Airmen at the Visitors’ Center
have more time to focus on major projects like background checks for special event lists.
“We want personnel to keep in mind they must
maintain positive control of their credentials,”
Sergeant Fluck said.
“We fully understand that personnel will, at times,
forget their identification — not just at work, but at
home as well,” Sergeant Fluck stated. He explained
that what some may consider inconvenient actually
helps boost security. “To quote Thomas Jefferson,
‘The price of freedom is eternal vigilance’ — vigilance
starts at the installation gates and our entry control
procedures.”
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Remain vigilant throughout critical days of summer
Commentary by Col. Jay Raymond
21st Space Wing commander

As we approach the half-way point for the
101 Critical Days of Summer campaign we
must continue to maintain our vigilance. In
the last week alone, the Air Force suffered
two fatalities — one Airman drowned while
swimming, and another was ejected from
his vehicle in a traffic accident.
While losing a single Airman is one loss
too many, losing Airmen to preventable
accidents is even more tragic. Besides the
incalculable cost of losing a human life, losing duty days for injuries also forces us to do
more with less. The Air Force’s average cost
of a lost duty is $350 per day for quarters
and $466 per day for hospitalization.
Air Force Space Command so far has
suffered two fatalities this fiscal year, one
Airman died of cold exposure and another
in a head-on collision on a two-lane road.
As we approach the second half of the 101
Critical Days of Summer, let’s be careful not
to become complacent and always remember operational risk management. Stay on
guard and remember to assess, consider,
take action, and remain safe, not only for
the remainder of the 101 Critical Days of
Summer, but all year long.
Friday was Air Force Space Command
night at the Pikes Peak or Bust Rodeo at the
Norris Penrose Event Center. Col. Monteith,
Chief Omdal and I attended, and as usual,
the rodeo committee did a superb job. The
rodeo provides fun for the whole family and
we are all lucky to live in a community that
offers such diverse activities. If you missed
the action, mark your calendar for next year
and plan to attend.
Proceeds from the rodeo benefit both

Col.
Jay Raymond
21st Space
Wing
commander
Army and Air Force charities; this is just
another example of the great support the
military enjoys from our community. My
thanks go out to all involved with this great
event.
The July topic for the Year of Leadership
is Warrior Ethos, a concept that is not just
about deploying in theater. For today’s
Airmen, it is the willingness and readiness
to go when called upon to do so. It is a part
of the sense of patriotism we had in mind
when we joined and the devotion to stay and
serve knowing we may be slated to deploy
and do our part.
Warrior ethos is the pride we feel each
day when we put on our uniform. It is about
our ability to see the bigger picture and
willingness to give our lives, for a cause
that is greater than us.
Our willing embrace of “Warrior Ethos” is
made evident by our desire to create a safer
and stronger country and the sacrifices we
are willing to make to achieve this goal.
Challenge those who tell you that only those
involved in direct combat roles are warriors,
because warrior ethos has a much broader
foundation than simply being in theater.
Instead, Warrior Ethos is the basis for who
we are as a force and why we do what we
do each day.

Friday is a busy day, with a Warrior Ethos
Panel at 3 p.m. in the auditorium, and culminating in the Year of Leadership Warrior
Ethos Dining Out at 6 p.m. at The Club.
I encourage everyone to attend the panel and learn from the “Warrior Airman”
experiences of Tech. Sgt. Israel Del Toro
Jr. and Staff Sgt. Rory Sturm Jr. These are
true heroes and their stories truly reflect
Warrior Ethos.
Our warrior-themed dining out that night
will be a tremendous experience, with Gen.
C. Robert Kehler, AFSPC commander as
our guest speaker.
The Air Force has been engaged in nearly
20 continuous years of combat, and last year
the wing deployed one third of its military
personnel. Warrior culture is truly OUR
culture and Airmen are in the fight every
day — let’s not forget that.
The Vosler NCO Academy graduated another class of outstanding Airmen July 16.
Attending the NCO Academy is a significant
career milestone for NCOs, and the Airmen
being honored at the graduation should be
proud of their hard work. Congratulations
to you, and good luck as you enter into the
next phase of your Air Force career.
Lastly, as we strive to constantly improve
our unsurpassed installation support and
protection, a new base access policy is now
being enforced at all gates.
Personnel requesting access without
proper identification — for example leaving your ID card at home — are required
to have a sponsor meet and identify them
at the gate or Visitor Center. While possibly inconvenient, the policy is designed
to improve security, and I ask for your full
cooperation.
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Commentary by 1st Lt. Jeremy Putz
21st Comptroller Squadron

The Air Force prides itself on its ability to adapt
to the constantly changing nature of warfare.
Indeed, our technological innovations and intense training for our Airmen is second to none.
We’re told our most important weapons system is not the F-22 or the ICBM — it is
our Airmen.
Our team is composed of individual
Airmen, and those individuals’ effectiveness in combat comes directly from their
warrior ethos.
At this point, you may be thinking “this
article doesn’t apply to me since I don’t consider myself a warrior,” right? You can manipulate
Microsoft Outlook or PowerPoint presentations
with style and ease, but the parts inside your M-16
rifle are still called “thingies” and you stealthfully wear your Body Armor without plates. At a
minimum, you just don’t consider a [insert AFSC]
to be anything resembling a warrior.
During the Cold War, Airmen in supporting or administrative career
fields finding
themselves on
the front line of
combat was unlikely. Today, as
the lines of battle are replaced
with unpredictable, unconventional and explosive violence; all
Airmen stand as either warriors or liabilities on
the battlefield. Airmen who are aware of themselves as warriors have applied themselves to war

fitness, teamwork, character development and
leadership. In the modern climate, these preparations can
mean the difference
between
mission
ac-

complishm e nt
a n d
failure.
According to the Defense Manpower Agency,
519 Airmen have been killed or wounded in action in Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi
Freedom since 2001. Many of these Airmen he-

participated in Peterson’s Deployment Ready
Expeditionary Skills Training. Even with brief
simulated combat in our beautiful Colorado
weather, I gained a new respect for the fortitude
of deployed Airmen who find themselves fighting
in a full combat load in triple digit temperatures.
These physical demands could not be asked
of Airmen who are accountants, network
administrators, a medical professionals
or maintainers — they can only be asked
of warriors.
Airmen operating in today’s dynamic
battlefield across air, space and cyberspace
who refuse to think of themselves as warriors are indeed obsolete weapons systems
in need of an upgrade.
Your Warrior Ethos is your drive to develop
and perform with competence, bearing and integrity as a leader. It is your courage in the face of
adversity, and your commitment to our common
mission. Your Warrior Ethos is the way your life
reflects your oath of office or enlistment.
So what’s the point of Warrior Ethos in the Year
of Leadership?
It’s to remind
us that we’re
all duty bound
to develop in
more than
just our particular profession. We must
strengthen our
character and warrior skill set to protect the
freedom of our country, and the lives of our fellow Airmen.
Warrior culture is OUR shared culture!

Your Warrior Ethos is your drive to
develop and perform with competence,
bearing and integrity as a leader.
roes were seated behind a computer one day but
found themselves serving as gunners, drivers and
convoy commanders the next day.
In preparation for my first deployment, I
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14th AF command chief visits wing
Chief Master Sgt. James MacKinley, 14th Air Force command
chief, speaks to Airmen Leadership School students July 8. Chief
MacKinley visited Colorado Springs July 6 through 10 and made
familiarization stopovers at Peterson, Shriever AFB and Cheyenne
Mountain. During his Peterson ALS visit, the chief discussed what
it takes to be promoted to chief master sergeant. (Air Force photo by
Larry Hulst)

Peterson construction update
21st Civil Engineer Squadron
The following are ongoing construction projects on Peterson. Base personnel should exercise patience and
caution when in the vicinity of these
projects.
1. Minuteman III static display has
an estimated completion date of July
15. The stone and tile work continue.
Landscaping has started.

2. Pool restrooms renovation has an
ECD of July 15.
3. Club canopy construction has an
ECD of Aug. 20. Columns and wood
beams are currently being installed.
4. West Gate outbound lanes realignment has an ECD of Aug. 15. Crews are
currently reworking outside outbound
lane. Work began June 29. Outbound
traffic is restricted to one lane.
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Leadership takes Olympic twist
by Thea Skinner
21st Space Wing Public Affairs staff writer

Higher purpose — that is what Eli Bremer, a USA
Pentathlon Olympian, strives to accomplish. Mr. Bremer,
who served as a special operations flight sergeant at Peterson
in 2004 and 2005, focused on leadership, heightened workplace performance and elite athleticism at the Peterson
auditorium June 22.
“If you want to be a leader, embrace failure. Many people
are scared of failing and think that leaders and high performers don’t fail. For every success in my life, I have had
more failures than I can count. The few people who have
the guts to fail time and time again are the ones who will
become the strongest leaders,” Mr. Bremer said. “I have
had to drag myself kicking and screaming to train. Nine
days out of 10 I do not feel like doing this.”
The U.S. Olympics’ motto of swifter, higher, stronger
parallels the Air Force values of integrity, service and
excellence.
“I always think of this as a higher purpose,” Mr.
Bremer said. “There is a kind of respect through sports
in countries.
“Being in the Air Force has defined my Olympic career.
The entire time I was training and competing, I was in
the Air Force and supported by the Air Force. It has given
me great pride to represent both the (United States) and
the Air Force at the top sports competitions in the world,”
he said.
In 2004 Mr. Bremer’s uncle, Ambassador Paul Bremer,
former Presidential Envoy to Iraq, negotiated with the
International Olympic Committee to impose sanctions
on the regime under control by Saddam Hussein, which
abused Iraqi athletes. The action required Iraq elections
to take place before athletes were allowed to compete to
qualify for the Olympics.
As a result, in January 2004, the first free elections
were held in Iraq, as well as Iraqi athletes qualified for
the Olympics. During the 2008 Summer Olympic Parade
of Nations opening ceremony, the American flag was the
last flag to receive a standing ovation for creating the
elections.
“It showed me how the Olympics and sports can impact
the world,” he said.
Mr. Bremer participated in the Air Force Services World
Class Athlete Program, in which he graduated in November
2001. The program propelled him to the Olympics.
Steve Brown, chief of Air Force Sports, has assisted with
the program since 1993 and understands the level of commitment involved in elite status fitness.
“There is friendship in the military through sports,”
he said. “Last session we had 26 in our program that are
military — they have to train to get to the status.”
Mr. Brown holds Mr. Bremer’s efforts in high regard.
“He exemplifies what the program is about. In the second
year he made the Olympic team,” Mr. Brown said. “It’s
not only leadership, it is time management. When you are
involved you have to budget your time. Athletes do better
at their job, because they budget their time so well.”
Similarly, Mr. Bremer owns a company that pairs elite
athletes with business managers to heighten on-the-job

Eli Bremer, U.S. Olympic Team pentathlete, speaks to an audience gathered
at the Peterson Air Force Base Auditorium June 22. His speech addressed
the parallels related to sports and leadership during the Year of Leadership
Fitness month. Half of the Olympians in the last four years are servicemembers,
according to Mr. Bremer. (Air Force photo by Thea Skinner)
performance.
“What I encourage you to do today is look at your goals
in relation to sports. People learn from sports — you don’t
have to be an Olympian to do that,” he said to the audience.
“The last two presidents have been avid athletes.
Although Mr. Bremer separated from the Air Force in
2008, he applied to an Individual Mobility Augmentee unit
in Washington, D.C., in June.
“If I am accepted, I would assume I would be back in
the Reserves sometime this summer. After that, I have
to decide if I am competing for 2012,” Mr. Bremer said.
“Half the Olympians from the last four Olympics came
from the military.”
Four military athletes from the program competed in the
2008 Olympics in Beijing, China. Two Airmen athletes will
compete in bobsledding in the 2010 Winter Olympics.
“My time in the Air Force helped me keep the fame and
glamour of being an Olympian in perspective,” Mr. Bremer
said. “No matter what you do, if you do it for yourself, you
are much more likely to fail. When you have a bigger calling,
it’s easier to find the strength and willpower to win.”
(For more information about the Air Force sports program, visit http://www.usafsports.com.)
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Eat their dust! Cheyenne Mountain SFS Airmen
get ATV training
Tech. Sgt. David Berry, 721st Security Forces Squadron (right), and five other 721st SFS Airmen
participated in all-terrain vehicle training June 6 at Peterson. According to Tech. Sgt. Sean Gallagher,
721st SFS unit deployment monitor, the training is desgned to enhance Cheyenne Mountain security
force response capabilities and broaden the skils of deploying security forces Airmen. (Air Force
photo by Craig Denton)

Drive a Servicemember Home, formerly known as EADD, offers free rides from 10
p.m. to 3 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays, including holidays.
The program is open to all ranks and services.
Call 55 NO DUI for a free ride.

Drive a Servicemember Home, formerly known as
EADD, offers free rides from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. Fridays
and Saturdays, including holidays. The program is
open to all ranks and services.
Call 55 NO DUI for a free ride.
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Rules of the Mess
The following is a list of rules under which the mess will be conducted. They are designed to conform to tradition and promote levity. Violators of these rules are subject
to the wrath and mischievousness of mister/madam.
vice. All assigned penalties will be carried out before the membership.
• Thou shalt arrive within 10 minutes of the appointed hour
• Thou shalt make every effort to meet all guests
• Thou shalt move to the mess when thee hears the chimes and remain standing until seated by
• the president
• Thou shalt not bring cocktails or lighted smoking material into the mess.
• Thou shalt not leave the mess whilst convened. Military protocol overrides
all calls of
• nature
• Thou shalt participate in all toasts unless thyself or thy group is honored
with a toast
• Thou shalt ensure that thy glass is always charged when toasting
• 8. Thou shalt keep toasts and comments within the limits of good taste and
mutual respect.
• Degrading or insulting remarks will be frowned upon by the membership.
However, good natured
• needling is encouraged.
• Thou shalt not murder the Queen’s English.
• Thou shalt not open the hangar doors.
• Thou shalt always use the proper toasting procedure.
• Thou shalt fall into disrepute with thy peers if the pleats of thy cummerbund
are not properly faced
• Thou shalt also be painfully regarded if thy clip-on bowtie rides at an obvious list. Thou shalt be forgiven; however, it thee also ride at a comparable
list
• Thou shalt consume thy meal in a manner becoming gentlepersons.
• Thou shalt not laugh at ridiculously funny comments unless the president
first shows approval by laughing.
• Thou shalt express thy approval by tapping thy spoon on the table. Clapping of thy hands will not be tolerated.
• Thou shalt not question the decisions of the president
• When the mess adjourns, thou shalt rise and wait for the president and head
table guests to
• leave
• Thou shalt enjoy thyself to thy fullest.
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Nominations sought for Hispanic STEM award
by 2nd Lt. Gina Vaccaro McKeen
Air Force Personnel Center Public Affairs

Airmen now have another way to be recognized for their
hard work both on and off the job. Nominations for the Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math awards from the Hispanic
Engineer National Achievement Award Conference are open
to all ranks and are due June 26.
The HENAAC STEM awards recognize individuals in ten
overall categories including engineering, information technology, community service and diversity.
“These awards are a wonderful opportunity for supervisors
to recognize their Airmen in addition to traditional Air Force
Awards,” said Ms. Nancy Brown, the Hispanic employment
and federal women’s program manager for the Air Force.
“Awards like these allow us to acknowledge the individual
talents and achievements of our Airmen, both military and
civilian, and show them how the Air Force values their commitment to excellence in a diverse workforce.”
Nominations will be submitted by major commands via
the organization’s Web site, www.henaac.org, which also lists
eligibility and application requirements.

While many of the HENAAC awards are for scientists,
mathematicians, computer scientists and individuals working
in technical and engineering fields, not all winners must be
technical professionals or Hispanic. The diversity, community
service, education awards, and Chairmen’s Award are open
to all. In addition, HENAAC has special awards categories
exclusively for military employees.
“These external, diversity-oriented awards are a testament
to the quality and talented Airmen working every day to
achieve the mission,” said Master Sgt. Jeffrey Busse, noncommissioned officer in charge of the Air Force’s special trophies
and awards section. “The Air Force is proud to promote awards
that celebrate diversity and inclusiveness.”
The special trophies and awards section at AFPC facilitates 13 diversity awards each year. Three awards are new for
2009 and Sergeant Busse believes the number will continue
to grow.
Since many of these awards are annual, he continued, Airmen
can be proactive in preparing their nomination packages.
“Airmen should think ahead and visit the Web sites for
these awards programs to see what the criteria are and get the

word to their supervisors ahead of time,” Sergeant Busse said.
“Many Airmen get so caught up in their day-to-day mission
that they do not realize submitting candidates for awards like
this helps achieve the Air Force mission as well.”
According to Sergeant Busse, the Air Force benefits from
awards like this because Airmen are recognized for their
outstanding work and receive professional and personal
development.
HENAAC is an organization dedicated to promoting strong
science, technology, engineering and math careers in underserved communities and within the Hispanic population. The
organization was established in 1989 and has recognized STEM
professionals from corporations, government agencies, academic institutions, the military, and the business community
for the past 20 years. HENAAC has also awarded over $919,000
in scholarships to college students across the U.S.
Winners will be announced the first week of August and
recognized at the HENAAC Conference and Awards show
Oct. 8-10 in Long Beach, California.
For award and nomination information, visit www.henaac.
org.

Civilian development ‘roadmap’ launched
by Paige D. Hughes

Air Force Personnel Center Public Affairs

The Air Force recently approved four initiatives that make
up part of the civilian institutional development “roadmap”.
The initiatives are key to helping civilians excel professionally
while working to achieve the Air Force mission of fly, fight and
win in air, space and cyberspace.
Air Force Secretary Michael B. Donley and Air Force Chief
of Staff Gen. Norton A. Schwartz signed a letter to Airmen recently highlighting civilian professional development and four
initiatives that are part of the civilian development continuum,
or “roadmap.”
“As the Air Force moves forward, we find ourselves facing
a dynamic set of new challenges. To meet these challenges we
increasingly rely on our Air Force civilians as part of the total
force team,” said Secretary Donley and General Schwartz in
the letter. “As the responsibilities of our civilian workforce have
increased, so has the need for civilian force development.”
Air Force leaders recognize that the approximately 143,000
civilians are key to the total force and vital to performing the Air
Force mission. Developing all Airmen is an Air Force priority.
The civilian aspect of development posed some challenges not
faced by development of other parts of the force. Civilians enter
into the Air Force at various grades and skill levels and have a wide

range of experiences. To address this unique civilian dynamic, the
continuum or “roadmap” was developed incorporating education, training and experience; targeted at ensuring civilians have
the opportunities to develop the institutional competencies the
Air Force values, at the right time in their career.
Development of the “roadmap” and the initiatives are a direct
result of the Air Force’s adoption of a competency based framework for human capital management.
“We are now using institutional competencies to manage
the force,” said Lt. Gen. Richard Newton, Deputy Chief of Staff
for Manpower and Personnel. “This framework gives the Air
Force a common approach to developing our people across the
total force.”
The civilian “roadmap” outlined in the June 26 letter to all
Airmen will ensure development across that continuum of roles.
This includes a new-employee orientation program, opportunities for continuous self-initiated personal and leadership
development, highly encouraged expectation to complete nonresidence professional military education at the appropriate level,
and opportunities for attendance at Civilian Acculturation and
Leadership Training, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.
The new-employee orientation program is a computer based
training course that will be required for all newly hired civilians.
The course provides civilians with basic Air Force knowledge
including heritage, core competencies, custom and courtesies,

and Air Force Core Values. Completion of the course entitles
the member to wear the Air Force civilian pin recognizing their
role as part of the Total Force.
Two other initiatives encourage civilian participation in personal and professional development and participation in nonresidence professional military education.
The final piece of the civilian development program is the
establishment of civilian opportunities for Civilian Acculturation
and Leadership Training.
The new civilian development continuum and the programs
were created with the assistance of the Civilian Force development
panel, and endorsed by the Force Management Development
Council. The Council’s priority on civilian development was to
ensure civilians were at the desired proficiency level of the Air
Force institutional competencies.
“Civilian leadership requirements have grown significantly
over the last two decades,” said General Newton. “The continuum
and the new initiatives communicate expectations and the opportunities for civilian development. We will continually assess
our development programs for the total force to ensure they keep
pace with the changes in what we need from our people.”
For information about all of the total force development visit
the Air Force portal home page at https://www.my.af.mil, and
select Force Development under the Life and Career tab.
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New software release provides
clearer deployment picture
by Richard Salomon
Air Force Personnel Center Public Affairs

Air Force officials recently rolled out
a new software upgrade whose benefits
extend well beyond the office setting to the
often arduous expeditionary arena.
The new 4104 version of the Deliberate
and Crisis Action Planning and Execution
Segments, or DCAPES, consolidates all
personnel deployment functions within
the same classified information-sharing
environment, and it provides deployed
Airmen live access to the same deployment data being used by Airmen at various
bases and major commands.
DCAPES is the Air Force’s classified database for planning and executing deployments, contingency operations, emergency
actions and everything else that has to
do with moving people and equipment
in support of Air Force operations worldwide. DCAPES provides the Air Force with
end-to-end personnel accountability in
one database and gives Personnel Support
for Contingency Operations, or PERSCO,
team members the ability to monitor the
duty status of deployed Airmen.
“DCAPES spans all levels of responsibility — from the base to the Pentagon to
the joint community,” said Terri Donahoe,
chief of the readiness systems support section at the Air Force Personnel Center
here.
Mrs. Donahoe added that the new software will help the Air Force integrate
seamlessly with joint and combined fighting forces around the globe.
“This software update is huge because
for the first time deployment managers
and other functional leaders, whether at
the home base, major command, or at the
Pentagon, will be looking at the same information at the same time,” Mrs. Donahoe
said. “We won’t have situations where
PERSCO says, ‘I gained this individual, so
I don’t know why you can’t see the arrival
date on your end.’ Now, commanders can
look across the entire theater and see all the
personnel that are assigned to them.”
The DCAPES 4104 release, which replaces the previous 4020 version, also signals
the end of the Manpower and Personnel
Module — Base, or MANPER-B, as the
main computer system used to account for
deployed forces. The updated system incorporates the deployed accountability function, currently being used in MANPER-B
into DCAPES. Since 1989, MANPER-B has
been the primary tool used by Air Force
manpower and personnel communities
who support base level deployments and
planning.
“In the legacy MANPER-B system, functionality was limited to an offline database
on a deployed laptop,” Mrs. Donahoe said.
“The personnel data was only as current

as the last update. Using the new DCAPES
software, PERSCO teams can now obtain deployed personnel information in
realtime.”
As part of the new release, bar codes
will be printed on the back of all Air Force
deployment orders. This feature allows
PERSCO team members to use Agile Force
Accountability Scanners to capture all the
information contained in the orders, such
as name, grade, social security number,
Air Force specialty code, line remarks and
more.
“This method gives PERSCO teams
much more detailed information than
just scanning the common access card,”
Mrs. Donahoe said. “It helps us capture
a more accurate picture, especially for
Airmen who are deploying for more than
one requirement and may have more than
one record in DCAPES. This new version
recognizes that information.”
With the scanner, deployment managers can be at the processing line or at the
terminal and capture everyone’s information. After that, they can take the scanner
back to the office, dock it and then load
all the information they’ve captured into
DCAPES.
“This process saves time and greatly
reduces manual errors,” Mrs. Donahoe
said.
To ensure a smooth transition, AFPC’s
Air and Space Expeditionary Force
Operations directorate sent Master Sgt.
Mary Church and Tech. Sgt. Matthew
Dickens to the U.S. Central Command’s
area of responsibility to conduct software
training for deployed PERSCO teams.
“Their technical expertise made an
extraordinary difference in the successful rollout of the new software across the
AOR,” said Lt. Col. Paul Valenzuela, a
manpower, personnel and services director in Southwest Asia. “Their efforts have
helped set in motion a new and better way
to capture and report data. Now, with the
new DCAPES module in place, PERSCO
teams can ensure they have 100 percent
force accountability at all times.”
DCAPES 4104 allows the Air Force to
establish an accurate record system, which
is critical to providing commanders at all
levels the vital personnel data needed to
carry out combat operations.
“This new DCAPES module is a significant leap forward,” Colonel Valenzuela
said. “It has dramatically improved
PERSCO processes and will help the A1
community fully exploit emerging technologies down the road.”
For a DCAPES user’s guide and other
details, visit AFPC’s “Ask” Web site and
enter “DCAPES” in the search function.
For additional information, call the Total
Force Service Center at (800) 525-0102.
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Calendar / Base Briefs
West gate construction

Construction on the out-bound lanes
of Peterson’s west gate is scheduled to
last until Aug. 7. At least one out-bound
lane will be open at all times, but personnel are advised to use caution when
exiting the west gate, exercise patience,
and consider exiting the base through
the north or east gate in order to minimize delays during the construction
period.

Conflict resolution class
The Airman & Family Readiness
Center is having a Conflict Resolution
class from 10 a.m. to noon July 30.
Learn how to define conflict and
become familiar with ways to resolve
conflict; the class is open to all
Peterson personnel. Call Jan Kienast
at 556-6141 for more information.

Chapel Open House Picnic

Peterson’s chapel is sponsoring an
open house and picnic Aug. 2, 09 at the
chapel grounds. A service will start at
9:30 a.m. followed by a picnic at 10:30
a.m. Catholic services will be held in
the chapel and Protestant services
will be held in the auditorium. There
will be food, games, entertainment,
fun and most importantly, fellowship.
Various grilled meats and drinks will
be provided by the Chapel. Single attendees may eat for free but families are

encouraged to bring a salad or dessert
to share. Anyone attending is asked to
bring their own chairs. There will be
games and prizes for children. Events
also include ‘Dunk Your Chaplain.” For
more information, please contact the
wing chapel at 556-4442.

Warrior Ethos Panel

The 21st Space Wing will host a
Warrior Ethos panel in support of
Air
Force Space Command’s Year of

Leadership 3 p.m., July 17, at the base
auditorium. Panel members will be
nationally acclaimed wounded warriors Tech.
Sgt. Israel Del Toro and Staff Sgt.
Rory Sturm, who was recognized in
the
Air Force-level “Portraits in
Courage Vol. 3”. These warrior
Airmen will
tell their story and take questions.
For more information, contact Senior
Master Sgt. Mark Bronson at 5561386.”
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Countdown to fiscal year ‘09’s end
of year: Engage early, engage often
Commentary by 1st Lt. Ken Haile

Communications Squadron)
Purchases under $2,500 may be made
using
the government purchase card.
They say “time flies when you’re having
fun....” So, we must be having a great time Beginning this fiscal year; you may use your
because fiscal year-end is just around the card up until the close of business on Sept.
corner! Yes, it’s that time of year again — 30, as long as you have available funds.
For IT customers: due to an Air Force
time to remind you, our customers, of the
upcoming deadlines for all of your purchase Space Command requirement mandating
the use of the AFWay Program for most IT
requirements.
Every year at this time, the 21st requirements, the deadline for having endContracting Squadron is inundated with of-year requirements to 21st CONS is Aug.
a variety of purchase requests. Sorting 21 as noted above. This will ensure adequate
through the hundreds of requirements and time is available to process any necessary
determining priority can be a monumental waivers for these purchases. Remember,
task; therefore, to allow for efficient pro- all IT hardware buys must be coordinated
cessing, it is in your (our valued customers) through 21st CS prior to bringing the acbest interests to ensure your requirements quisition package to 21st CONS. Because
packages are complete before submittal to there are different submission requirements
associated with the various types of IT
21st CONS.
A complete requirements package must equipment desired, click on the 21st CONS
contain a minimum number of certain web page on the Air Force portal, open the
21CONS Customer Education Guide (Mar
d o c u m e nt s
09), scroll
before a purdow n to
chase can
Section III,
be completIn an effort to better serve our
and follow
ed: (1) 21st
the instrucCONS must
customers, 21st CONS has
tions for
receive accudeveloped a list of “deadline”
the type of
rate funding
equipment
documentadates for requirements packages to
you wish to
tion approved
pu rc h a s e .
ensure adequate time is available to
through the
For addic u s t o m e r ’s
meet customers’ needs in a fiscally
tional inunit Resource
formation,
Advisor; (2)
responsible manner. By providing
contact
a detailed
Michael
these key dates, we anticipate
description
Mejia at
of the item
eliminating
any
potential
delays
556-6313.
or service to
“We are
be purchased
customers could experience as the
committed
and (3) the
fiscal year end approaches.
to satisfyrequiring ofing all of
fice’s estimate
our customof the cost of
ers’ requirethe item or
ments, and
service to be acquired, along with a sugour
goal
is
to
always
spend
our
customers’
gested source. Good descriptions and accurate cost estimates ensure 21st CONS money with integrity and competence,”
can adequately compete the item or service said Lt. Col. Curtis Jordan, 21st CONS
required. Then, we can make a “best value” commander. “During fiscal year end, it
determination based on the offers received is imperative we get ahead of the game.
The best way to do this is to establish
from various vendors and contractors.
In an effort to better serve our customers, target dates for purchase request receipt.
21st CONS has developed a list of “dead- Target dates allow us to purchase the curline” dates for requirements packages to rent requirements our customers have
ensure adequate time is available to meet money for while posturing ourselves for
customers’ needs in a fiscally responsible expenditures of fallout funds that may
manner. By providing these key dates, we become available in the last few days of
anticipate eliminating any potential delays the fiscal year. Having your documents
customers could experience as the fiscal accurately completed and submitted
timely will increase your opportunity
year end approaches.
· Aug. 7 for requirements between $2,500 for purchase approval on the Unfunded
Requirements List.”
and $25,000
Finally, while we will continue to accept
· Aug. 13 technical services requirements
which can be purchased using Government packages after the previously mentioned
deadlines, it is our experience that the volService Administration schedules
· Sept. 1 for Simplified Acquisition of ume of work we’ll encounter may preclude
Base Engineer Requirements projects with us from providing you the outstanding
customer service you expect and your
an approved work order
· Aug. 21 for Air Force customer requirement may not get purchased.
If you have any questions concerning
Information Technology requirements
(make sure your requirement has been co- 21st CONS purchasing procedures, fiscal
ordinated with the 21st Communications year-end purchases, utilizing the government purchase card, etc., call 21st CONS
Squadron as described below); and
· Sept. 15 for non-Air Force or Joint cus- customer service at 556-4842. Remember
tomer IT requirements (again, ensuring the engage early and engage often!
requirement has been coordinated with 21st
21st Contracting Squadron

Drive a Servicemember Home, formerly known as
EADD, offers free rides from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m. Fridays
and Saturdays, including holidays. The program is open
to all ranks and services.
Call 55 NO DUI for a free ride.
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First Knigh
Air Force photo/ Tech. Sgt. Ray Bowden

Name:

Staff Sgt. Karla Gunn

Duty Title:
Medical records section,
noncommissioned officer in-charge

Unit: 21st Medical Support

realize their potential.

If you were Chief Master Sergeant
of the Air Force for one day, how
would you change the Air Force?
I would add points to enlisted performance
reports for doing extra sit-ups and push-ups if
you are currently in “excellent” category.

Squadron

Hometown: Batesville, Miss.
Time in service: 10 years
Hobbies:
Running, reading and workingout

Staff Sgt. Karla Gunn
was selected for this
week’s First Knight
award. This award is
designed to recognize
outstanding Airmen each
week for the work they do
every day.

Favorite Music:
R & B and gospel

Time assigned to unit:
23 months

Last good book read?
“Two Little Girls in Blue,” by
Mary Higgins Clark:

How has joining the Air
Force impacted your life?:
The Air Force has given me the
privilege to interact with people
from different backgrounds and
cultures; it has made me selfreflect, which has influenced my
life in positive ways. I have seen
that everyone has good qualities
and I try every day to help them

Free classifieds
for
Servicemembers
Call 329-5210

What do you like most
about being an Airman?
Meeting people and helping them to see the
positive in every situation.

Last Good Movie:
Taken

What is your favorite thing
about being in the Air Force?
One of my favorite things is being able to travel
to different countries. Not many jobs will allow
you to travel to other countries and experience
the different cultures, languages and customs.
Seeing some of the less fortunate countries has
given me a new appreciation for everything in
my life.

Why selected:
“Staff Sgt. Karla Gunn is the epitome of professionalism. She was selected for this recognition because she exemplifies the core values
as evidence of her every day dedication to the
mission.” — Senior Master Sgt. Mark Bronson, 21st
Medical Operations Squadron superintendent

Please
Recycle
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